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About This Game

Hexed is a logic puzzle game. Each level is made out of unique combination of grids of hexagonal cells and colors.

Do you like to relax while playing easy to understand visual mind games?

Do you like to solve colorful puzzle games, level after level?

Do you like to be in control of which level you play, how often you play it, or when you play it?

Do you like to play games with very clean, positive, relaxing and fresh interface?

Do you like to either be challenged by more difficult levels, or are you sometimes bit lazy to think too much and just
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want to relax by simple enough levels?

Do you like to unlock achievements?

Do you like to compete against your friends or family members by seeing who gets the most levels completed with the
least tries or moves?

If you answered YES (or OH, YEAH!) to any of these questions, Hexed is just the right game for you. You can decide which
level you want to play, and if you can't solve it, you can easily choose to re-play (restart) each level over and over, until you

solve it .. and once you do solve it, you guessed it - you can still play it, there are no limits.

Hexed includes:

Very clean, modern, light, and positive game interface backed by a selection of relaxing background music tracks to
relax your mind while you play

164 colorful unique levels ranging from easy to really challenging ones

92 Steam Achievements

Re-playable tutorial level

Steam Cloud automatic game saves - you won't lose progress of your game even if you swap computers connected to
your Steam account - plus you don't have to remember to save your progress as Hexed does it all for you automatically

Level grids shaped as animals, aliens, plants, items and tools, transport devices, and other shapes (including abstraction)

Zoom in and out of each level's grid - provided to help you with more challenging levels and bigger grids

Fine-move and centre grids easily

Restart levels with ease, play any level you like whenever you like as many times you like, even after its marked as
COMPLETED

View unique HEXED grids of colourful hexagons in the intro scene every time you launch the game

I hope you will enjoy relaxing while you play Hexed.
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The developers took their previous game "Plexarium" and turned it into this horrible mess.
It's not even worth ninety-nine cents. It's completly broken and an utter disaster.
Movement controls are horrid at best. Clicking on cubes doesn't register most of the time.
No visual clue to re-enable cubes you've disabled.
And there's no way to predict which direction the orb will go, since all the cubes look exactly the same.
I guess they were trying to recoup the lack of sales on their last game.
Instant refund.. I've been having a BLAST with this game. Dev has been very attentive and engaging over Reddit. So far this is
one of my favorite VR games. It's pretty basic arcade gameplay. No intricate upgrade systems or any fancy attempts to add
rougelike elements.

Just straight up FUN\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665gameplay. For anyone who played with toy spaceships as a kid who
wants to actually fly one around in space shooting bad guys, THIS is the game to pick up!

I've heard it compared to a couple other titles, but personally haven't found anything that hit the spot like this game.

It's a unique design that doesn't try too hard to be different. Great sound and music, and very satisfying imagry with plenty of
explosions in space. I expected to like this game after playing the demo, but I didn't expect to enjoy it THIS much. I grew up
loving everything about the space\/sci-fi genera and always imagined I'd need to be flying first person, in the cockpit to get this
much enjoyment out of a space shooter, but the truth is I like this better than any other space shooters in VR that I've played so
far.

What's even cooler is you can download a demo to try it out for yourself before buying. I personally payed $14.99 for it durring
Steams Winter sale, and I'll be completely honest I don't even regret paying more than the current price. One reason for that is
that one of my motion controllers was broken for about a week and a half so having a game I could play with one controller
saved me a ton of grief for those 9 days (felt like a couple months) before deciding I could just fix the thing myself.

That's all beside the point. Try the demo, if you like it even a little it's definitly worth the current price for the amount of
enjoyment you'll get from it. Not to mention it's decent workout dodging all that incoming fire. Just keep your chaperone on or
you'll be tempted to chase a powerup through a wall.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/wxEV1KzB7YI

A brilliant setup and visual style are made almost unaccessible by the limited options present to players. With no obvious way to
buffer the difficult curve many will be turned off completely.. It's like high school gym class all over again, except without the
self loathing and welts. :( good game tho. This game is pretty fun, at first everything you do is taxing on your body, HOWEVER
that's what leveling up is for! You can level up certain stats that allow you to make certain chores easier on you, such as holding
items (which all have weight), chopping wood, fishing, farming, and also hunting! The game has some bugs right now such as
animals having superspeed quirks, but aside that minor issue the game is great even as an early access! It just needs more
content, which i'm sure they're already working on.

The game does a good job giving you a simple and fast tutorial using a small amount of text, which surprisingly explain all you
need to do. Plus these quests give you EXP so easy level up, and makes the journey early game easier.

I think the beginning quest for potato seeds should be changed however, I completed the quest once, but when i did my second
playthrough i literally spent a whole hour looking through cars looking for potato seeds. I had 7 carrot seeds and 8 turnip seeds
and had found no potato seeds within that hour. I think the quest should be changed to any seeds xD. great fun game. prob the
best hunting game ever. still play it. no tunnel style travel. completely open world. and the option of a horse is always nice
. I LOVED this game. The price is a hell of a deal even for a single play through- mine took me 23 hours and I'm a very fast
reader. The fact that there's countless other routes I can take makes the replay value impressive. The story itself was surprisingly
well written and the characters were fleshed out. I look forward to playing it again to try and deviate from the direction I went in
this first time- it seems like the story can change drastically depending on the decisions.
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even for free i wouldnt recommend it
its so buggy

its a tropical island rendered in nintendo64/playstation1 graphics
all you can do is teleport around and glitch through walls, towers, rocks, the water etc
oh and collect shells, you can collect shells... and apples... for what? who knows!. This is only chapter one, and it's insanely
good.
I want to know what's going to happen next now !. Best game in the history of ever. 11\/10 would toucha somebody's spaghet
again.. At the moment i find it to much slow moving! There is lot of irretating sounds like constants heartsbeats! The grafic of
the opposites figures is look like ghosts in suits (simpel)!In the short time of trying to kill this monsters there was not much to
see if they were hit by firing on them! And then after a little long time they die like they were fainting\/pass out in a strange way
of falling! But the grafic part looking acceptable... So far what i pay it was not yet a bad game to play! So i hope it gonig all
much better than what i have said!. Frist I love this locomotive because of the detail of the unit and how nice the cab with
opening doors and windows. The beacon on the locomotive works. The wagons that come with the locomotive are very cool+a
caboose. If you want to see the locomotive look a my screenshots I do recommend this locomotive.. This is the best software for
making games, every thing in the video is true, exept its better!. i've been using different variations of this for years, works
great, easy to use. now that i found it on steam, even better, record video games, edit, and upload.. This is a vary nice route add
on with sme spectacular scenery. I have also noticed that since installing Windows 10 Train Simulator runs more smoothly than
with Windows 8.1.

I love the sounds and look of the diesel powered locomotive. My only disappointment is the lack of passenger view.

Other than that this has to be one of the best TS add ons to date.

I wish they'd do a Reading to Londo Waterloo route. :-D
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